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BlueStream is an online environment with powerful features for using digital video, audio, images, and documents in higher education. Unlike traditional repositories, BlueStream generates and synchronizes time-coded metadata to media – empowering you to peer directly into the content itself.

BlueStream incorporates state-of-the-art media analysis tools to automatically generate metadata from the spoken and printed word, recognized faces, and scene changes. And, for a more focused view, BlueStream can automatically synchronize your own analysis in the form of transcripts, annotations, and research markup.

Traditionally, work with media has been hampered by a multitude of formats and the sheer bulk of media files. BlueStream does the heavy lifting for you. Built atop the UM Digital Asset Management infrastructure, BlueStream easily handles media conversion to required formats, storage, access control, and publishing - not only within BlueStream but to any web site, cTools, SiteMaker, and even iTunes.

BlueStream combines time-based metadata that exposes content with an "academic strength" digital media infrastructure to empower media intensive work across the complete spectrum of research, teaching, learning, and community service.

You can evaluate BlueStream through a pilot project focused on exploring the academic potential of this media-enabled environment. To apply for a project contact Louis E. King or download the Request For Affiliation (Application).